TOSSUP QUESTIONS
BYU - Basque Summer Tourney of 1997
1. The title object in this work, sometimes referred to as a modem-day _Fausc, is crafted by Bazil
Hallward and is then mysteriously empowered by a vain wish by the title character and his subsequent
cruelty to actress Sybil Vane. It then begins to display outwardly all of the title character's hidden
sins, while he stays beautiful and young. For 10 points name this 1890 novel by Oscar Wilde.
Answer: The _Picture of Dorian Gray_ (NOT Portrait of... )
2. This colorless, crystalline compound is also known as carbamide. Because of its valuable uses in
fertilizers, explosives, and resins, it has been prepared synthetically by the Wohler synthesis since
1828. For 10 points, name this compound, CO(NH2)2, produced by the liver and found abundantly
in the liquid waste of all mammals.
Answer: _Urea_
3. His most lasting mark on history may be the small latch which is named for him that keeps the rear
door of a Boeing 727 from being opened during flight. Although the FBI never closed his case, he is
now believed to have drowned in Lake Merwin, just north of Portland, Oregon. For 10 points, name
the mysterious perpetrator of the U.S.'s only unsolved skyjacking, during a 1971 Northwest flight
from Portland to Seattle.
Answer: D.B. or Dan _CoopeC
4. Hephaestus was commissioned to sculpt her from the earth because Zeus was still angry at
mankind for possessing the gift of fire due to Prometheus' treachery. She was given the choicest gifts
of each of the gods and then offered to the Titan Epimetheus to be his wife. Zeus finally had his
revenge when she and Epimetheus let evil out into the world by opening the jar the gods had given her.
For 10 points, name this first woman of Greek mythology.
Answer: _Pandora_
5. It was stolen from the Knights Templar in 1539 by Barbary pirates while en route to King Charles
V of Spain. When it resurfaced early this century in Istanbul, covered in black enamel, Casper
Gutman identified it and followed it to San Francisco, where it led to the deaths of Captain Jacobi,
Floyd Thursby and detective Miles Archer. For 10 points name the title statuette of a 1941 John
Huston film and a 1930 Dashiell Hammett novel.
.
Answer: the _Maltese Falcon_
6. Many Christians observe it in honor of the Last Supper, and the Catholic evening liturgy on this
day includes a commemorative washing of feet. In England, it is celebrated with almsgiving to the
poor. For 10 points, name this holy day three days before Easter whose name is a corruption of the
Latin "mandatum," or "commandment."
Answer: _Maundy Thursday_ (prompt on _Holy Thursday_ on early buzz)
7. It was originally coined to refer to their dirty uniforms, because legendary skinflint Charlie Comiskey
charged his players a quarter for laundry services. Today, however, it refers to Lefty Williams, Swede
Risberg, Buck Weaver, Joe Jackson, and four other players, all banned for life for throwing the 1919
World Series. For 10 points, give the colorful nickname for this legendary team.
Answer: the Chicago _Black Sox_
8. This landlocked republic surrounding the Vardar river valley has a population of around two
million and is slightly smaller than Vermont. Located in the heart of the Balkans, it is bordered by

3. For 5 points apiece, on the border between what two countries are the falls located?
Answer: _Zimbabwe_ and _Zambia_
6 .. Six books of the Old Testament begin with the letter "J." For 5 points apiece, name them.
Answer: _Joshua_, _Judges_, _Job_, _Jeremiah_, _JoeL _Jonah_
7. Hereby hangs a tale: for 5 points apiece, given a literary work, identify the larger work from which
the smaller work is taken. All the answers have the word "Tales" in the title.
1. "The Man Who Would Be King"
Answer: _Plain Tales from the Hills_ (Rudyard Kipling)
2. "The Diamond as Big as the Ritz"
Answer: _Tales of the Jazz Age_ (F. Scott Fitzgerald)
3. "The Golden Goose"
Answer: _Grimm's Fairy Tales_ (or _Children's and Household Tales_)
4. "Paul Revere's Ride"
Answer: _Tales of a Wayside Inn_ (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow)
5. "The Minister's Black Veil"
Answer: _Twice-Told Tales_ (Nathaniel Hawthorne)
6. _The Pathfindec
Answer: The _Leather-Stocking Tales_ (James Fenimore Cooper)
8. With Comet Hale-Bopp still bright in our memories, it should be easy to identify these other recent
comets for 10 points each.
1. This comet, labelled number "9", made a spectacular collision with Jupiter on July 16, 1996.
Answer: Comet _Shoemaker-Levy_ 9
2. This 1996 comet had a vivid blue-green color and was called the most impressive of the last
half-century.
Answer: Comet _Hyakutake_
3. This highly anticipated 1974 comet inspired an R.E.M. song when it fizzled passing near the earth
and was only barely visible to the naked eye.
Answer: Comet _Kohoutek_
9. The Louisiana Purchase added more than 800,000 square miles to the infant United States.
Seven present-day states lie completely within land bought in the Louisiana Purchase. For 5 points
each, name any six of them.
Answer: _Arkansas_, _Missouri_, _Iowa_, _North Dakota_, _South Dakota_, _Nebraska_,
_Oklahoma_
10. Name each type of musical work being described after one clue for 10 points, after two clues for 5
points.
1. 10 pts: This title was first used by Couperin in 1717 for one of his harpsichord pieces, but it was
not until later that the title gained more use.
5 pts: Beethoven picked up this title and attached it to 26 short piano pieces. He wrote the pieces in
three sets, with opus numbers 33, 119 and 126.
Answer: _Bagatelle_
2. 10 pts: This word first appeared in a collection of lute music in 1536. In the 1590s the term came
to describe keyboard pieces that called for a measure of dexterity in performance. Pieces in this form
often involve runs and arpeggios decorating a basic chordal structure.
5 pts: Bach wrote seven pieces in this form, including one in E minor now often played on piano, and
one in D minor for organ. The word means "touch piece."

Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Greece and Albania. For 10 points name this country, with capital at Skopje.
Answer: _Macedonia_
9. Modern scholars claim that the cypress tree on the left is a symbol of death, while the bright star
behind it is actually Venus, a symbol of love. The town with the church steeple is clearly Arles, in the
south of France, which the artist could see through the window of his asylum cell. For 10 points,
identify this turbulent 1889 Van Gogh masterpiece.
Answer: The _Starry NighC
10. It was made II -sided to help the visually impaired, and the engraving was given a hook nose and
heavy brow when women's groups complained the likeness was too attractive. Of the 840 million
ever minted, 525 million are still sitting in federal vaults. For 10 points, name this 1975 publicity
disaster for the U.S. Mint.
Answer: the Susan B. _Anthony dollar_ coin
11. St. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians, much of Wole Soyinka's poetry, _Mein Kampe, _120 Days
of Sodom_ by the Marquis de Sade, O. Henry's earliest short stories, and _De Profundis_ by Oscar
Wilde were all written, for 10 points, while their authors were in what demoralizing condition?
Answer: _imprisonment_ (or in jail_)
12. It is composed of the amygdala, the allocortex, and the transitional cortex, and is still not well
understood by scientists to this day. For 10 points name this mysterious region, or "system," deep
within the brain thought to be related to memory, emotional patterns and drives like sex and agression.
Answer: the _limbic_ system
13. Its name is an abbreviation of the German for "peppermint," even though the peppermint variety has
not been sold for fifty years. Originally intended by inventory Eduard Haas to cover up tobacco breath,
the first models produced were "Santa Claus" and "Space Trooper," and since then have included Betsy
Ross, Mickey Mouse, and Popeye. For 10 points, name this popular candy prized by collectors for its
unique dispensers.
Answer: _PEZ_
14. He made the famous documentary _Obedience_. Fascinated with Nazi willingness to commit
atrocities, this N.Y.U. professor attached subjects to a voltage device and told them to deliver electric
shocks to imaginary victims. For 10 points, name the psychologist who demonstrated 65% total
obedience in his shocking experiments.
Answer: Stanley _Milgram_
15. Finally torn down in 1988, from 1945 on it had been administered by the four Allied powers, who
had sent its 600 current residents elsewhere. In 1966, Albert Speer and Baldur von Schirach were
released, leaving its last inmate alone for the next twenty years in the 10 x 15 cell where he died on
August 17, 1987. For 10 points, name the 41-year Berlin residence of Rudolf Hess.
Answer: _Spandau_ Prison
16. Like FDR, Buzz Windrip won the 1936 presidential election. Unlike FDR, he immediately took
over Congress and the Supreme Court with his personal storm trooper squad and turned the U.S. into a
totalitarian state, chasing the losing candidate, noble Doremus Jessup, into hiding in Canada. For 10
points name this cautionary tale about fascism in America written in 1935 by Sinclair Lewis.
Answer: _It Can't Happen Here_

17. This cousin of Mozart's wife Constanze was trained as a musician from his childhood, the son of a
versatile musician who had founded his own traveling theater company. In the opera-houses of Prague
and Dresden he was a pioneer of the craft of conducting without the use of violin or keyboard
instrument and as a composer he wrote the first important Romantic German opera, _Der Freischiitz_.
For 10 points, name this composer of Eryanthe, Oberon, and Invitation to the Dance.
Answer: Carl Maria _Von Webec
18. David Madson, a lake north of Minneapolis, April 27, 1997. Chicago philanthropist Lee Miglin, May
5, 1997. Cemetery caretaker William Reese, Pennsville, New Jersey, May 9, 1997. And, on July 15,
1997, on the steps of his beachfront home on Ocean Drive, fashion designer Gianni Versace. This is, for
10 points, the killing spree of what late member of the FBI's Ten Most Wanted list?
Answer: Andrew _Cunanan_
19. These unusual organisms are the principal food source of Arctic reindeer, provide the dye used in
litmus paper, and one windblown species may be the manna described in Exodus. Their classification
has not been formalized, some authorities grouping them by the fungal component and others by the
algae. For 10 points, name this component organism formed by fungi and algae living symbiotically.
Answer: _Lichen_s
20. It was actually a decrepit French merchantman called the Duras, renamed for a pseudonymous
American author. It sank two days after its only military engagement, in which it defeated two British
men-of-war, the Serapis and the Countess of Scarborough. Name, for 10 points, the flagship of
Revolutionary naval hero John Paul Jones.
Answer: the _Bonhomme Richard_
21. It was won decisively by a combined Spanish and Venetian fleet under John of Austria, who
captured 100 galleys and freed more than 1000 Christian slaves. Fought on October 7, 1571 in the
modem-day Gulf of Corinth, it was an important victory for Pope Julius II's Holy League because it
was the first Christian victory over the Ottoman Turks. For 10 points name this landmark battle
named after the Greek region off which it was fought.
Answer: the Battle of _Lepanto_
22. Former Senator Warren Rudman has recently been appointed to head the committe investigating it;
symptoms include fatigue, joint pain, skin rash, memory loss and/or diarrhea. Investigation is centering on
Kamisiyah, where members of the 82nd Airborne may have been within range of a weapons dump. For 10
points, name this collection of ailments linked by some to Iraqi chemical weapons.
Answer: _Gulf War syndrome_
23. Its name is the Indian name for Mount Rainier. Located on Commencement Bay, this site of Fort
Lewis and the University ofPuget Sound was founded as a logging town in 1833 and remains an
industrial center today. Its sawmills produce its famous "aroma" that led a nauseated Michael
Jackson to cancel a 1983 concert. For 10 points name this third largest city in Washington state.
Answer: _ Tacoma_
24. Sam Bottoms and Dennis Hopper performed most of their scenes high on marijuana and speed.
Harvey Keitel, the lead, was fired after a week of filming. His replacement sliced open his hand while
filming a drunk scene, then nearly died of a heart attack. Production was also delayed by monsoons and
the Filipino government commandeering helicopters to fight guerrillas. For 10 points, name the troubled
1979 Vietnam epic that would have cost director Francis Ford Coppola $8 million if it had flopped.
Answer: _Apocalypse Now_

25. Its namesake may actually be St. Erasmus or the Dominican Peter Gonzalez, both of whom were
said to protect Mediterranean sailors with this phenomenon. It is caused by the negative electric
charg~ of clouds inducing a positive charge on objects ranging from cattle horns to ships' masts. For
10 points, name this luminous electric display also associated with Rob Lowe and Demi Moore.
Answer: _St. Elmo's Fire_
26. He is on the Board of Trustees of his alma mater, Macalester College in Minnesota, although his
hometown is 8,000 miles away. He has served as his organization's official NATO liaison since 1993, and
two years lateueplaced Yasushi Akashi directing peace talks in Bosnia. For 10 points name the Ghana i ali
unanimously voted into office as the U.N.'s seventh Secretary-General last December.
Answer: Kofi _Annan_
27. One of the leading advocates of "the new economic history," this University of Chicago professor
has undertaken the systematic study of American history using econometric methods. He is best
known for the research he did on American slavery, in which he found that the southern plantation
system was economically efficient and that slaves often enjoyed better living conditions than northern
farmers. For 10 points, name this author of "Time on the Cross," and winner of the 1993 Nobel Prize
in Economics.
Answer: Robert _Fogel_

For 5 points apiece, with a 5 points bonus for all correct, name them.
Answer: Joe _Fraziec, Ken _Norton_, Larry _Holmes_, _Leon Spinks_, Trevor _Berbick_
22. For 10 points each, identify the following key figures in the recent failed Republican attempt to
remove Newt Gingrich as Speaker of the House.
1. This majority whip, a former pest-control specialist from Laredo, Texas, hoped to replace Newt.
Answer: Tom _Delay_
2. This Texan, the House majority leader, is said to have bowed out of the coup when it became clear he
wouldn't follow Gingrich as Speaker.
DI c.J<".-A ,1"\e j_
3. The conspirators met in the office of this record-breaking wide receiver turned.Oklahoma congressman.
Answer: Steve _Largenc
23 . Sweeping changes for Apple Computer were announced last week at Macworld Expo. Answer the
following questions about people involved in the announcement for 10 points each.
1. This man who made the announcement is recently returned to Apple and may be announced as the new
chairman next month.
Answer: Steve _Jobs_
2. This man, also on the new Apple board, is the multimillionaire CEO of Oracle, Microsoft's chief
competitor.
Answer: Larry _Ellison_
3. This man drew boos when he appeared via satellite to trumpet a new $150 million stock deal.
Answer: Bill_Gates_
24. Answer the following questions about Greek natural philosophy for the stated number of points.
1. Often considered the first true natural philosophers, the Ionian Materialists were a group three
philosophers who lived in the 6th century B.C.E. They were known for dismissing supernatural
explanations of phenomenae and for subjecting their theories to rational debate. For 5 points each
name these three philosophers and the city where they all came from.
Answer: _ Thales_, Anaximandec, _Anaximenes_, from _Miletus_
2. Next, for 10 points name the other, later inhabitant of Miletus who posited that the universe was
made up of atoms and void.
Answer: _Leucippus_
25 . Answer the following about NASA's ongoing Mars Pathfinder mission for 10 points each.
1. This was the name of the 6-wheel rover released by Pathfinder.
Answer: _Sojournec
2. This appropriately named Martian flood plain was Pathfinder's landing site.
Answer: _Ares Vallis_
3. NASA announced two weeks ago that the research station established by Pathfinder on Mars would be
named for him.
Answer: _Carl Sagan_
26. Identify the following behind-the-scenes political strategists for 10 points each.
1. His strategy of repeating the word "liberal" as often as possible in campaign ads worked for Nixon,
Reagan, and Jesse Helms, until his outing by a gay magazine in 1996.
Answer: Arthur _Finkelstein_
2. This former Reagan aide was skewered in 1994 for claiming he paid off the black vote in Christie
Todd Whitman's successful New Jersey gubernatorial campaign.
Answer: Ed _Rollins_
3. He wrote _We're Right, They're Wron~ and co-wrote _All's Fair: Love, War, and Running for

BONUS QUESTIONS
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1. Of course you remember the royal figures Shakespeare wrote about, but how much do you know
about their servants? For 10 points each, identify the Shakespearean play given the names of
servants that play small parts in them.
1. Balthasar, Sampson, and Gregory
Answer: _Romeo and Juliec
2. Strato, Lucius, and Varro
Answer: _Julius Caesar_
3. Osric, Reynaldo, and Bernardo
Answer: _HamleC
2. Identify the following historical figure, 30-20-10.
1. He wrote an 1860 order dissolving the United States; in 1869 he ordered Sacramento to clean up
its famously muddy city streets.
2. He was a bankrupt rice speculator in 1859, but twenty years later his funeral march was attended
by 10,000 adoring residents of his hometown.
3. The first and last "Emperor of the United States," his campaign led to the construction of the
Golden Gate bridge.
Answer: Emperor Joshua _Norton_ I
3. For 10 points each, identify these films starring the late, great Jimmy Stewart from a line of dialogue
from the film's last scene.
1. "Did he teach you? Did he rehearse you? Did he tell you exactly what to do, what to say? You were a
very apt pupil too, weren't you? You were a very apt pupil!"
Answer: _ Vertigo_
2. "You think I'm licked. You all think I'm licked. Well, I'm not licked, and I'm gonna stay right here and
fight for this lost cause even if this room gets filled with lies like these!"
Answer: _Mr. Smith Goes to Washington_
3. "My mouth's bleeding, Bert! My mouth's bleed ... - Zuzu's petals! Zuzu's ...There they are! Bert! What do
you know about that!"
Answer: _It's a Wonderful Life_
4. Identify the scientist, 30-20-10.
1. His most famous invention was originally a piece of gold foil on a plastic knife pressed against a
germanium block.
2. His 1973 claims that blacks should be sterilized for low IQ scores caused him to be burned in
effigy at Stanford University.
3. He shared the 1956 Nobel Prize with John Bardeen and Walter Brattain for inventing the
transistor.
Answer: William _Shockley_

5. Answer the following questions about Africa's picturesque Victoria Falls for the stated number of
points.
1. For 10 points, what river forms the falls?
Answer: the _Zambezi_
2. And for 10 more points, name the Scottish explorer who named the falls when he discovered them
in 1855.
Answer: David _Livingstone_

Answer: _Toccata_
3. 10 pts: Chopin wrote four pieces in this form, all in a general ABA-coda form. The B is usually
slower and more lyrical than the A. It is ironic that Chopin chose to title dramatic, heavy pieces with
this title.
5 pts: Used as a symphony movement by Beethoven and others, the word means "joke."
Answer: _Scherzo_
11. Given a figure from the Russian Revolution, name the character in Orwell's _Animal Farm_ that
represents that figure, for 10 points each.
1. Lenin
Answer: _Majoc
2. Trotsky
Answer: _Snowball_
3. Stalin
Answer: _Napoleon_
12. Between the House of Normandy and the Plantagenets, England was ruled by a royal house that
provided only one monarch. For 10 points each, name the house, the monarch, and the woman who
contested his right to the throne, the mother of the future Henry II.
Answer: House of _Blois_, _Stephen, _Matilda_
13. Name the following Beatles songs given their first lines, for five points each.
1. "Dear Sir or Madam: Would you read my book?"
Answer: _Paperback Writec
2. "Flew in from Miami Beach B.O.A.C, didn't get to bed last night."
Answer: _Back in the USSR_
3. "As I write this letter, send my love to you ... "
Answer: _P.S. I Love You_
4. "Got a good reason for taking the easy way out."
Answer: _Day Trippec
S. "Jojo was a man who thought he was a loner, but he knew it wouldn't last."
Answer: _Get Back_
6. "Is there anybody going to listen to my story?"
Answer: _ Girl_
14. Given the following colorful paintings, name the artists for 10 points each.
1. The Red Room
Answer: Henri _Matisse_
2. The White Horse
Answer: John _Constable_
3. Blue Boy
Answer: Thomas _ Gainesborough_
IS. In 1963, the British government was rocked by revelations that a cabinet member had leaked
military secrets to the Soviets. For 10 points each, identify the following figures in the scandal.
1. He was the Minister of War whose affair with a showgirlled to the scandal.
Answer: John _Profumo_
2. She was the ex-showgirl and model having simultaneous affairs with Profumo and a Soviet naval
attache.
Answer: Christine _Keelec

3. This Prime Minister's government never fully recovered from the shock of the Profumo affair.
Answer: Harold _MacMillan_
16. Name the philosopher from clues, 30-20-10.
1. Born in 1889 into a wealthy Viennese family, he originally studied engineering, first
in the Realsch ule in Linz, then in Berlin.
2. Until the First World War he worked in Cambridge as Russell's protege and collaborator on
problems in the foundations of logic and mathematics. During the war, he served in the Austrian army.
3. After the war he abandoned philosophy and became a rural school teacher in Austria. He was
certain that he had solved ail solvable philosophical problems in his _Tractatus
Logico-Philosophicus_.
Answer: Ludwig _ Wittgenstein_
17. Name the world author, 30-20-10.
1. He played the lead in a film adaptation in his own short story, "Patriotism."
2. His masterpiece was his four-volume _The Sea of Fertility_, full of blood, death, and suicide.
3. His followers beheaded him after his raid on a Japanese military headquarters failed in 1970.
Answer: _Mishima_ Yukio (or Yukio _Mishima_)
18. Answer the following questions about the history of the People's Republic of China for 10 points
each.
1. This was the name of Mao's 1958 plan to centralize the economy and speed up industrialization.
Answer: the _Great Leap Forward_
2. This was Mao's 1966 plan in which zealous youth brigades were to stamp out traces of bourgeois
ideas
Answer: the Great Proletarian _Cultural Revolution_
3. These radicals were arrested by Hua Guofeng in 1976 and expelled from the party by Deng
Xiaoping in 1977.
Answer: the _Gang of Fouc
19. Identify the following parts of a flower for 10 points each. All begin with the same letter of the
alphabet.
1. This is the outer whorl of a flower, composed of protective sepals.
Answer: the 3alyx_
2. This is the flower's second whorl, made up of brightly colored petals.
Answer: the _corolla_
3. These innermost and "female" reproductive structures fuse together to form the pistil.
Answer: the 3arpels_
20. Given the planet of our solar system, name its largest moon for 10 points each.
1. Neptune
Answer: _ Triton_
2. Mars
Answer: _Phobos_
3. Saturn
Answer: _ Titan_

21. Only five boxers ever scored wins against Muhammed Ali during his almost 20-year career.

Presidenc
Answer: James _Carville_

27. Identify the following person on a 30-20-10 basis.
1. His contemporaries knew him as an absent-minded professor who once sleepwalked 15 miles from
his home before church bells awoke him.
2. While at the University of Glasgow, he published his first major work, _Theory of Moral
Sentiments_.
3. He coined the phrase "the invisible hand" in his most famous work, published in 1776.
Answer: _Adam Smith_

